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PrimoChill ZenCoils Tube
Reservoir Calming Coils -

Silver

$5.95
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Short Description

Primochill�s ZenCoils� have been developed to combat the water vortex that some users experience with tube reservoirs.  This
unique product quietly and effectively breaks up the surface acceleration on the inner wall created by the rush of fluid into the
tube reservoir.

Description

Primochill�s ZenCoils� have been developed to combat the water vortex that some users experience with tube reservoirs.  This
unique product quietly and effectively breaks up the surface acceleration on the inner wall created by the rush of fluid into the
tube reservoir.  In addition,  ZenCoils� assist in reducing air bubbles that tend to get sucked back into the system as well as those
that  form in the tube reservoir over time.

Calming the Vortex

Tube reservoirs are often plagued with either a vortex issue or a noise issue because of  today�s high flow systems. Complex anti-
vortex paddles or walls have been designed to help reduce the vortex, however even with this slight obstruction the flow is
decreased. The simplicity of the ZenCoil� results in the calming effect desired with even less obstruction of flow.

Achieving Zen 

A wide variety of colors with simple and straight forward installation will get your system to Zen in no time.

Features

Simple Install
Fits Any Tube Reservoir
Zero Flow Impact
Large Range of Colors
Low Cost Alternative
Enough for 2 Small Reservoirs

Specifications

0.125in. Thick Coil
12in. Coil per package
Made in the USA
Virgin PVC
Environmentally responsible, safe and non toxic product
ROHS Compliant PVC
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Additional Information

Brand Primochill

SKU PCC-56-S

Weight 0.3000

Color Silver

Reservoir Type Tube Res

Reservoir Accessory Type Anti-Cyclon


